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SummarySummarySummarySummary    

The aim was to determine the ligThe aim was to determine the ligThe aim was to determine the ligThe aim was to determine the light intensity emitted by candles made of paraffin, beeswax, ht intensity emitted by candles made of paraffin, beeswax, ht intensity emitted by candles made of paraffin, beeswax, ht intensity emitted by candles made of paraffin, beeswax, 

fat and stearic acid. fat and stearic acid. fat and stearic acid. fat and stearic acid.     

In order to be able to reach a conclusion regarding how effectiveIn order to be able to reach a conclusion regarding how effectiveIn order to be able to reach a conclusion regarding how effectiveIn order to be able to reach a conclusion regarding how effectivelylylyly combustion occurs with  combustion occurs with  combustion occurs with  combustion occurs with 

these different candle materials, an apparatus was developed which allowed wax these different candle materials, an apparatus was developed which allowed wax these different candle materials, an apparatus was developed which allowed wax these different candle materials, an apparatus was developed which allowed wax 

consconsconsconsumption rates and light intensity umption rates and light intensity umption rates and light intensity umption rates and light intensity to be determined simultaneouslyto be determined simultaneouslyto be determined simultaneouslyto be determined simultaneously. . . . The relationship The relationship The relationship The relationship 

between these two factors (light intensity/wax consumption) can be used to provide a unit of between these two factors (light intensity/wax consumption) can be used to provide a unit of between these two factors (light intensity/wax consumption) can be used to provide a unit of between these two factors (light intensity/wax consumption) can be used to provide a unit of 

measurement for the effectiveness of the transmeasurement for the effectiveness of the transmeasurement for the effectiveness of the transmeasurement for the effectiveness of the transfffformation of chemical energy ormation of chemical energy ormation of chemical energy ormation of chemical energy intointointointo light.  light.  light.  light.     

A comparison of averages  of (specific) light intensity obtained per gram of burning material A comparison of averages  of (specific) light intensity obtained per gram of burning material A comparison of averages  of (specific) light intensity obtained per gram of burning material A comparison of averages  of (specific) light intensity obtained per gram of burning material 

shows that beeswax and paraffin  shows that beeswax and paraffin  shows that beeswax and paraffin  shows that beeswax and paraffin  displaydisplaydisplaydisplay considerably higher values than fat and stearic  considerably higher values than fat and stearic  considerably higher values than fat and stearic  considerably higher values than fat and stearic 

acid. acid. acid. acid.     

An apparatus to determine the critical fuel flow (hourly An apparatus to determine the critical fuel flow (hourly An apparatus to determine the critical fuel flow (hourly An apparatus to determine the critical fuel flow (hourly consumption) will be presented. consumption) will be presented. consumption) will be presented. consumption) will be presented.     

    

1.1.1.1. TTTThe role of the candle in the role of the candle in the role of the candle in the role of the candle in the history of light measurementhe history of light measurementhe history of light measurementhe history of light measurement    

As can be seen from the measuring unit used to indicate light intensity,As can be seen from the measuring unit used to indicate light intensity,As can be seen from the measuring unit used to indicate light intensity,As can be seen from the measuring unit used to indicate light intensity, the candle played an  the candle played an  the candle played an  the candle played an 

important role inimportant role inimportant role inimportant role in the development of photometry.  the development of photometry.  the development of photometry.  the development of photometry. IIIIn astronomy n astronomy n astronomy n astronomy for exafor exafor exafor example it was mple it was mple it was mple it was the the the the light light light light 

intensityintensityintensityintensity of a candle  of a candle  of a candle  of a candle which served which served which served which served as as as as a a a a referencreferencreferencreference to definee to definee to definee to define the luminosity the luminosity the luminosity the luminosity of  of  of  of celestial celestial celestial celestial bodiesbodiesbodiesbodies....    

    

A basic problem A basic problem A basic problem A basic problem was how to define was how to define was how to define was how to define a generala generala generala generallylylyly valid standard of  valid standard of  valid standard of  valid standard of light intensity. It had to light intensity. It had to light intensity. It had to light intensity. It had to stem stem stem stem 

from a light source from a light source from a light source from a light source emitemitemitemittingtingtingting a  a  a  a preferablypreferablypreferablypreferably white, co white, co white, co white, constant light which nstant light which nstant light which nstant light which in in in in addition addition addition addition had to had to had to had to 

provide repeatable values. In reality, mprovide repeatable values. In reality, mprovide repeatable values. In reality, mprovide repeatable values. In reality, many any any any differentdifferentdifferentdifferent    measurement measurement measurement measurement units existed, which units existed, which units existed, which units existed, which were were were were 

based based based based on the most widelyon the most widelyon the most widelyon the most widely available light source available light source available light source available light source    at theat theat theat the time  time  time  time –––– candles. candles. candles. candles.    

    

The “old light unit” The “old light unit” The “old light unit” The “old light unit” represents one of the frepresents one of the frepresents one of the frepresents one of the first attempts irst attempts irst attempts irst attempts to define a basic unit of to define a basic unit of to define a basic unit of to define a basic unit of 

measurement.measurement.measurement.measurement. This  This  This  This waswaswaswas    based on the light of a 42 mm high flame of a wax candle of whbased on the light of a 42 mm high flame of a wax candle of whbased on the light of a 42 mm high flame of a wax candle of whbased on the light of a 42 mm high flame of a wax candle of which 6 ich 6 ich 6 ich 6 

pieces pieces pieces pieces weighedweighedweighedweighed    one one one one pound (500 g). pound (500 g). pound (500 g). pound (500 g).     

In 1868 the “Association of German Gas and Water Experts”In 1868 the “Association of German Gas and Water Experts”In 1868 the “Association of German Gas and Water Experts”In 1868 the “Association of German Gas and Water Experts”    1111    (Verein deutscher Gas(Verein deutscher Gas(Verein deutscher Gas(Verein deutscher Gas---- und  und  und  und 

WassWassWassWasserfachmänner) defined erfachmänner) defined erfachmänner) defined erfachmänner) defined a paraffin candle of 20 mm diameter with a flame height of 50 a paraffin candle of 20 mm diameter with a flame height of 50 a paraffin candle of 20 mm diameter with a flame height of 50 a paraffin candle of 20 mm diameter with a flame height of 50 

mm, as mm, as mm, as mm, as the the the the underlying reference. underlying reference. underlying reference. underlying reference. This was called This was called This was called This was called the “German Association Candle”the “German Association Candle”the “German Association Candle”the “German Association Candle”    

(“Deutsche Vereinskerze”).(“Deutsche Vereinskerze”).(“Deutsche Vereinskerze”).(“Deutsche Vereinskerze”).    AAAAs in the case of the “old light unit” the weight was s in the case of the “old light unit” the weight was s in the case of the “old light unit” the weight was s in the case of the “old light unit” the weight was again again again again defidefidefidefined ned ned ned 

as 6 candleas 6 candleas 6 candleas 6 candlessss    amounting to one amounting to one amounting to one amounting to one pound. pound. pound. pound.     
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Another Another Another Another simple measuring unit wassimple measuring unit wassimple measuring unit wassimple measuring unit was the “Berlin candle”.  the “Berlin candle”.  the “Berlin candle”.  the “Berlin candle”. This unit was defined as This unit was defined as This unit was defined as This unit was defined as a whale oila whale oila whale oila whale oil    

or spermaceti candle, which burned or spermaceti candle, which burned or spermaceti candle, which burned or spermaceti candle, which burned with a consumptionwith a consumptionwith a consumptionwith a consumption    rate rate rate rate of 7.77 g per hour of 7.77 g per hour of 7.77 g per hour of 7.77 g per hour and and and and with a with a with a with a 

flame height of flame height of flame height of flame height of 44.5 mm. 44.5 mm. 44.5 mm. 44.5 mm. Due to Due to Due to Due to the good burning properties of this candle raw material the good burning properties of this candle raw material the good burning properties of this candle raw material the good burning properties of this candle raw material 

obtainedobtainedobtainedobtained from sperm whales from sperm whales from sperm whales from sperm whales, a similar standard was used in England and the USA, a similar standard was used in England and the USA, a similar standard was used in England and the USA, a similar standard was used in England and the USA from  from  from  from 1860.1860.1860.1860.2222        

All these units had the disadvantage that the light emission of the flickering candle was not All these units had the disadvantage that the light emission of the flickering candle was not All these units had the disadvantage that the light emission of the flickering candle was not All these units had the disadvantage that the light emission of the flickering candle was not 

constantconstantconstantconstant    andandandand w w w wasasasas additionally  additionally  additionally  additionally influenced by factors such as influenced by factors such as influenced by factors such as influenced by factors such as air pressure, moistureair pressure, moistureair pressure, moistureair pressure, moisture and wick  and wick  and wick  and wick 

conditionconditionconditioncondition. . . .     FurthermoreFurthermoreFurthermoreFurthermore, , , , the stipulatedthe stipulatedthe stipulatedthe stipulated    flame height could flame height could flame height could flame height could only be regulated by trimming only be regulated by trimming only be regulated by trimming only be regulated by trimming 

the wick. the wick. the wick. the wick. At the same timeAt the same timeAt the same timeAt the same time the d the d the d the demands on the emands on the emands on the emands on the light intensitylight intensitylight intensitylight intensity norm norm norm norm increased constantly.  increased constantly.  increased constantly.  increased constantly. 

WWWWhereas in the middle of the 19th century various kinds of candles werehereas in the middle of the 19th century various kinds of candles werehereas in the middle of the 19th century various kinds of candles werehereas in the middle of the 19th century various kinds of candles were used as  used as  used as  used as light light light light 

intensityintensityintensityintensity references, references, references, references,    better reproducible better reproducible better reproducible better reproducible systemssystemssystemssystems were developed as measuring devices  were developed as measuring devices  were developed as measuring devices  were developed as measuring devices 

became more precise and light source engineering more advanced. became more precise and light source engineering more advanced. became more precise and light source engineering more advanced. became more precise and light source engineering more advanced.     

    

The first repeatablThe first repeatablThe first repeatablThe first repeatable system for measuringe system for measuringe system for measuringe system for measuring    light intensitylight intensitylight intensitylight intensity was constructed  was constructed  was constructed  was constructed in in in in 1884 by 1884 by 1884 by 1884 by 

FriedrichFriedrichFriedrichFriedrich----Alternak HefnerAlternak HefnerAlternak HefnerAlternak Hefner3333 and  and  and  and was was was was based onbased onbased onbased on the  the  the  the light intensitylight intensitylight intensitylight intensity of  of  of  of aaaa kerosene (petroleum)  kerosene (petroleum)  kerosene (petroleum)  kerosene (petroleum) 

lamplamplamplamp fueled with isoamyl acetate fueled with isoamyl acetate fueled with isoamyl acetate fueled with isoamyl acetate....    The wick The wick The wick The wick waswaswaswas 8 mm  8 mm  8 mm  8 mm in diameter in diameter in diameter in diameter and the flame height 40 and the flame height 40 and the flame height 40 and the flame height 40 

mm. This mm. This mm. This mm. This syssyssyssystem tem tem tem had the advhad the advhad the advhad the advantages, that the flame size could be antages, that the flame size could be antages, that the flame size could be antages, that the flame size could be regulated regulated regulated regulated easily easily easily easily and and and and that that that that 

wax consumption was wax consumption was wax consumption was wax consumption was defineddefineddefineddefined by the  by the  by the  by the apparatus itself. Furthermore formulas apparatus itself. Furthermore formulas apparatus itself. Furthermore formulas apparatus itself. Furthermore formulas existed by existed by existed by existed by 

which the measured which the measured which the measured which the measured results could be results could be results could be results could be adjustedadjustedadjustedadjusted    to tto tto tto takeakeakeake a a a air pressure and humidity variationsir pressure and humidity variationsir pressure and humidity variationsir pressure and humidity variations    

ininininto accountto accountto accountto account. . . . The soThe soThe soThe so----called Hefner candle (1 HK = 0.903 cd)called Hefner candle (1 HK = 0.903 cd)called Hefner candle (1 HK = 0.903 cd)called Hefner candle (1 HK = 0.903 cd)    4444    waswaswaswas been used in Germany  been used in Germany  been used in Germany  been used in Germany from from from from 

1896189618961896    5555 onwards  onwards  onwards  onwards and laterand laterand laterand later also also also also    in Scandinavia in Scandinavia in Scandinavia in Scandinavia and Austriaand Austriaand Austriaand Austria as the  as the  as the  as the lelelelegalgalgalgal standard standard standard standard and  and  and  and still still still still serves serves serves serves 

today astoday astoday astoday as a a a a nostalgic  nostalgic  nostalgic  nostalgic measuring measuring measuring measuring unit for gas and petroleum lamps. unit for gas and petroleum lamps. unit for gas and petroleum lamps. unit for gas and petroleum lamps.     

    

At At At At the same timethe same timethe same timethe same time    thethethethe “international candle” was being “international candle” was being “international candle” was being “international candle” was being used as  used as  used as  used as the the the the standard standard standard standard inininin England,  England,  England,  England, 

France and the USA.France and the USA.France and the USA.France and the USA.    ThisThisThisThis referred referred referred referred to a set of carefully  to a set of carefully  to a set of carefully  to a set of carefully selectedselectedselectedselected    carboncarboncarboncarbon----fibre filament bulbfibre filament bulbfibre filament bulbfibre filament bulbssss. . . . 

Due to the poorDue to the poorDue to the poorDue to the poor repeatabilityrepeatabilityrepeatabilityrepeatability    of the of the of the of the lamplamplamplampssss as well as the aging properties,  as well as the aging properties,  as well as the aging properties,  as well as the aging properties, ththththis unit basis unit basis unit basis unit basisisisis    

never became never became never became never became a true primary standarda true primary standarda true primary standarda true primary standard. . . . It was oIt was oIt was oIt was only in the nly in the nly in the nly in the 1940s that1940s that1940s that1940s that the development of a  the development of a  the development of a  the development of a 

true nortrue nortrue nortrue normmmm began began began began, , , , which was about to replacewhich was about to replacewhich was about to replacewhich was about to replace the  the  the  the light of a flame as the standardlight of a flame as the standardlight of a flame as the standardlight of a flame as the standard. The so. The so. The so. The so----

called “new candle” was introduced in 1948 and called “new candle” was introduced in 1948 and called “new candle” was introduced in 1948 and called “new candle” was introduced in 1948 and was was was was based on the based on the based on the based on the emitted emitted emitted emitted light intensitylight intensitylight intensitylight intensity of a  of a  of a  of a 

black bodyblack bodyblack bodyblack body. Today the unit Candela . Today the unit Candela . Today the unit Candela . Today the unit Candela is defined asis defined asis defined asis defined as a monochromatic light source  a monochromatic light source  a monochromatic light source  a monochromatic light source of 555 nm of 555 nm of 555 nm of 555 nm 

wavelengthswavelengthswavelengthswavelengths and a  and a  and a  and a radiancy levelradiancy levelradiancy levelradiancy level of 1/683 Watt per ste of 1/683 Watt per ste of 1/683 Watt per ste of 1/683 Watt per steradianradianradianradian. 

2.2.2.2. Candle Candle Candle Candle burning and light generationburning and light generationburning and light generationburning and light generation    

Despite Despite Despite Despite the possibilities of modern lightthe possibilities of modern lightthe possibilities of modern lightthe possibilities of modern light sources sources sources sources,,,, candles  candles  candles  candles still enjoystill enjoystill enjoystill enjoy enormous enormous enormous enormous importance importance importance importance in  in  in  in 

todaystodaystodaystodays society.  society.  society.  society. WWWWhhhhether ether ether ether it be it be it be it be the romathe romathe romathe romannnntic candletic candletic candletic candle––––lit dinner, afternoon tealit dinner, afternoon tealit dinner, afternoon tealit dinner, afternoon tea---- or coffee or coffee or coffee or coffee, the , the , the , the 

festively decorfestively decorfestively decorfestively decorated ated ated ated birthday table or the relaxedbirthday table or the relaxedbirthday table or the relaxedbirthday table or the relaxed atmosphere of a summer eve atmosphere of a summer eve atmosphere of a summer eve atmosphere of a summer evening ning ning ning ---- candles  candles  candles  candles 

play a significantplay a significantplay a significantplay a significant r r r roleoleoleole. . . . For such occasionsFor such occasionsFor such occasionsFor such occasions    candles are expected to burn with a bright flame candles are expected to burn with a bright flame candles are expected to burn with a bright flame candles are expected to burn with a bright flame 

and without visible smokeand without visible smokeand without visible smokeand without visible smoke. . . . For illumination For illumination For illumination For illumination purposes purposes purposes purposes the the the the intensity of a light source intensity of a light source intensity of a light source intensity of a light source is is is is 

naturally naturally naturally naturally a decisive factora decisive factora decisive factora decisive factor. . . . SurprisinglySurprisinglySurprisinglySurprisingly little attention is normally paid to little attention is normally paid to little attention is normally paid to little attention is normally paid to the light intens the light intens the light intens the light intensity ity ity ity 

of candles of candles of candles of candles although although although although this would this would this would this would surely surely surely surely be an ibe an ibe an ibe an important product characteristicmportant product characteristicmportant product characteristicmportant product characteristic. . . .         

What does What does What does What does the the the the light intensitylight intensitylight intensitylight intensity of a candle of a candle of a candle of a candle    depend ondepend ondepend ondepend on? ? ? ? HowHowHowHow    do the typedo the typedo the typedo the typessss of burning material of burning material of burning material of burning materialssss    

and wax consumption per hand wax consumption per hand wax consumption per hand wax consumption per hour our our our influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence    the brightnessthe brightnessthe brightnessthe brightness of the of the of the of the candle flame?  candle flame?  candle flame?  candle flame?     
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DurinDurinDurinDuring the development of new candles the wick g the development of new candles the wick g the development of new candles the wick g the development of new candles the wick is is is is carefullycarefullycarefullycarefully selected to fit the  selected to fit the  selected to fit the  selected to fit the candle candle candle candle 

material material material material and and and and diameter. diameter. diameter. diameter. Wicks are Wicks are Wicks are Wicks are braidedbraidedbraidedbraided    in such a way that they exhibit a in such a way that they exhibit a in such a way that they exhibit a in such a way that they exhibit a natural curve natural curve natural curve natural curve 

during during during during burningburningburningburning. Thus. Thus. Thus. Thus,,,,    thethethethe tip of the wick  tip of the wick  tip of the wick  tip of the wick is locatedis locatedis locatedis located    in the hot borderin the hot borderin the hot borderin the hot border zone of the ca zone of the ca zone of the ca zone of the candndndndle le le le 

flame, where it can flame, where it can flame, where it can flame, where it can be burned awaybe burned awaybe burned awaybe burned away. In this way the . In this way the . In this way the . In this way the wickwickwickwick    regulates regulates regulates regulates its lengthits lengthits lengthits length and a and a and a and a    uniformuniformuniformuniform    

burningburningburningburning behaviour  behaviour  behaviour  behaviour can be expected. can be expected. can be expected. can be expected. Furthermore Furthermore Furthermore Furthermore selfselfselfself----trimming of the wick helps to avoid trimming of the wick helps to avoid trimming of the wick helps to avoid trimming of the wick helps to avoid 

carbon deposit formation at the wick tip. carbon deposit formation at the wick tip. carbon deposit formation at the wick tip. carbon deposit formation at the wick tip.     FigureFigureFigureFigure 1  1  1  1 shows shows shows shows the the the the various zvarious zvarious zvarious zones of a candlones of a candlones of a candlones of a candleeee flame flame flame flame....        

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

FigureFigureFigureFigure    1111: : : : Zones of a candle flameZones of a candle flameZones of a candle flameZones of a candle flame    6666    

    

VegetableVegetableVegetableVegetable and animal and animal and animal and animal fat, stearic acid fat, stearic acid fat, stearic acid fat, stearic acid, , , , beeswaxbeeswaxbeeswaxbeeswax and paraffin  and paraffin  and paraffin  and paraffin are the main raw materialsare the main raw materialsare the main raw materialsare the main raw materials of the of the of the of the    

candle industrycandle industrycandle industrycandle industry today today today today. . . . Decisive criteria for tDecisive criteria for tDecisive criteria for tDecisive criteria for their usagheir usagheir usagheir usage are availabilitye are availabilitye are availabilitye are availability, pric, pric, pric, priceeee,,,, as well  as well  as well  as well as as as as 

suitability for use on suitability for use on suitability for use on suitability for use on existexistexistexisting production lines. Due to gooding production lines. Due to gooding production lines. Due to gooding production lines. Due to good availability availability availability availability and un and un and un and universal iversal iversal iversal 

applicability paraffin applicability paraffin applicability paraffin applicability paraffin isisisis used in 78 %  used in 78 %  used in 78 %  used in 78 % of all candles.  of all candles.  of all candles.  of all candles.  Levels for hLevels for hLevels for hLevels for hardened ardened ardened ardened vegetable vegetable vegetable vegetable or animal or animal or animal or animal 

fats amount to fats amount to fats amount to fats amount to appappappapproxroxroxrox....    12 %, stea12 %, stea12 %, stea12 %, stearic acidric acidric acidric acid    to to to to appappappapproxroxroxrox.... 8 % and  8 % and  8 % and  8 % and beeswaxbeeswaxbeeswaxbeeswax    to to to to around 2 % (see around 2 % (see around 2 % (see around 2 % (see 

ffffigure 2igure 2igure 2igure 2). ). ). ).     

    

BeeswaxBeeswaxBeeswaxBeeswax is secreted in plate is secreted in plate is secreted in plate is secreted in platelet form by let form by let form by let form by bees and bees and bees and bees and obtains obtains obtains obtains its yellow colour its yellow colour its yellow colour its yellow colour from thfrom thfrom thfrom the dye e dye e dye e dye 

carotene, which is found carotene, which is found carotene, which is found carotene, which is found in pollen. in pollen. in pollen. in pollen. As As As As a further a further a further a further alternative candle materalternative candle materalternative candle materalternative candle materialialialial, , , , fatfatfatfat    deserves a deserves a deserves a deserves a 

mentionmentionmentionmention....    It It It It consists of hardened palm oiconsists of hardened palm oiconsists of hardened palm oiconsists of hardened palm oil and is used due to its good l and is used due to its good l and is used due to its good l and is used due to its good fragrancefragrancefragrancefragrance bi bi bi binding nding nding nding 

capability in capability in capability in capability in scented scented scented scented candle productioncandle productioncandle productioncandle production.  
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FigureFigureFigureFigure    2222: : : : Proportion of different wax types used in candle productionProportion of different wax types used in candle productionProportion of different wax types used in candle productionProportion of different wax types used in candle production    7777    
 

Candles made of paraffin, Candles made of paraffin, Candles made of paraffin, Candles made of paraffin, stearic acidstearic acidstearic acidstearic acid, bees, bees, bees, beeswax and fatwax and fatwax and fatwax and fat with a diameter of 70 mm were  with a diameter of 70 mm were  with a diameter of 70 mm were  with a diameter of 70 mm were 

testedtestedtestedtested. . . . These candles have the advantage that the These candles have the advantage that the These candles have the advantage that the These candles have the advantage that the melting sphere remainsmelting sphere remainsmelting sphere remainsmelting sphere remains withi withi withi within the n the n the n the overall overall overall overall 

diameter of the diameter of the diameter of the diameter of the candle candle candle candle during burning, during burning, during burning, during burning, and so driand so driand so driand so dripping which would influencepping which would influencepping which would influencepping which would influence the flame size the flame size the flame size the flame size    

does not occdoes not occdoes not occdoes not occurururur. . . . It is It is It is It is clearclearclearclear, that the light intensity of a candle depends , that the light intensity of a candle depends , that the light intensity of a candle depends , that the light intensity of a candle depends fundamentally fundamentally fundamentally fundamentally upon upon upon upon 

the flame size. The flame size the flame size. The flame size the flame size. The flame size the flame size. The flame size itself itself itself itself is determined mainly by this determined mainly by this determined mainly by this determined mainly by the amount of wax which is e amount of wax which is e amount of wax which is e amount of wax which is 

consumed per consumed per consumed per consumed per hour. This “hour. This “hour. This “hour. This “hourhourhourhourlylylyly consumption consumption consumption consumption” is ” is ” is ” is basically basically basically basically determined by the thickness determined by the thickness determined by the thickness determined by the thickness orororor    

diameter odiameter odiameter odiameter of the wick. f the wick. f the wick. f the wick. The candles The candles The candles The candles under test under test under test under test were produced with three different wickwere produced with three different wickwere produced with three different wickwere produced with three different wick    

thicknesses per material typethicknesses per material typethicknesses per material typethicknesses per material type to allow  to allow  to allow  to allow different hourdifferent hourdifferent hourdifferent hourlylylyly consumption consumption consumption consumption rates and rates and rates and rates and flame sizes flame sizes flame sizes flame sizes to  to  to  to 

be investigatedbe investigatedbe investigatedbe investigated. . . .     

    

For a betteFor a betteFor a betteFor a better r r r understanding of the understanding of the understanding of the understanding of the parameters parameters parameters parameters influencinginfluencinginfluencinginfluencing the light  the light  the light  the light generated by generated by generated by generated by candlescandlescandlescandles,,,, a  a  a  a 

test test test test apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus for light intensity measu for light intensity measu for light intensity measu for light intensity measurement was developed, takingrement was developed, takingrement was developed, takingrement was developed, taking    the particular the particular the particular the particular 

circumstances surroundingcircumstances surroundingcircumstances surroundingcircumstances surrounding candle burn candle burn candle burn candle burninginginging into account  into account  into account  into account ....    

 

3.3.3.3. BasiBasiBasiBasiccccs of light measurements of light measurements of light measurements of light measurement    

LLLLight intensity is a photometric propight intensity is a photometric propight intensity is a photometric propight intensity is a photometric property of a lighterty of a lighterty of a lighterty of a light source and  source and  source and  source and specifiesspecifiesspecifiesspecifies the emitted beam  the emitted beam  the emitted beam  the emitted beam 

power per power per power per power per dihedral angle. dihedral angle. dihedral angle. dihedral angle. Photometric units are based on the luminosity impression of a Photometric units are based on the luminosity impression of a Photometric units are based on the luminosity impression of a Photometric units are based on the luminosity impression of a 

radiation source on the human eye, which can radiation source on the human eye, which can radiation source on the human eye, which can radiation source on the human eye, which can sensesensesensesense radiation (light) in the wavelength  radiation (light) in the wavelength  radiation (light) in the wavelength  radiation (light) in the wavelength 

region of appregion of appregion of appregion of approxroxroxrox. 400 nm . 400 nm . 400 nm . 400 nm to 700 nmto 700 nmto 700 nmto 700 nm    8888. T. T. T. The he he he luminosity impression not only luminosity impression not only luminosity impression not only luminosity impression not only dependdependdependdependssss    onononon the  the  the  the 

intensity of the source but intensity of the source but intensity of the source but intensity of the source but on on on on the spectral compositionthe spectral compositionthe spectral compositionthe spectral composition as well as well as well as well. . . . For exampleFor exampleFor exampleFor example    blue and red blue and red blue and red blue and red 

parts of parts of parts of parts of lightlightlightlight    are are are are perceived perceived perceived perceived less intensivelyless intensivelyless intensivelyless intensively than green one than green one than green one than green onessss. In order to . In order to . In order to . In order to quantifyquantifyquantifyquantify the  the  the  the 

iiiimpression of a light source onmpression of a light source onmpression of a light source onmpression of a light source on    the human eye and to be able to compare it, radiometric the human eye and to be able to compare it, radiometric the human eye and to be able to compare it, radiometric the human eye and to be able to compare it, radiometric 

units (beam intensity) are weighted with the sensitivity curve of the eye for daylight vision units (beam intensity) are weighted with the sensitivity curve of the eye for daylight vision units (beam intensity) are weighted with the sensitivity curve of the eye for daylight vision units (beam intensity) are weighted with the sensitivity curve of the eye for daylight vision 

(V(V(V(V----Lambda curve). In Figure 3 the sensitivity curveLambda curve). In Figure 3 the sensitivity curveLambda curve). In Figure 3 the sensitivity curveLambda curve). In Figure 3 the sensitivity curvessss of the human eye of the human eye of the human eye of the human eye for daylight and night  for daylight and night  for daylight and night  for daylight and night 

vision are devision are devision are devision are depicted. picted. picted. picted. With With With With appropriate filtersappropriate filtersappropriate filtersappropriate filters,,,, the photometric measuring devices are adapted  the photometric measuring devices are adapted  the photometric measuring devices are adapted  the photometric measuring devices are adapted 

to the wavelength sensitivity oto the wavelength sensitivity oto the wavelength sensitivity oto the wavelength sensitivity of f f f the human eyethe human eyethe human eyethe human eye.... 

    

FigureFigureFigureFigure    3333: : : : Sensitivity curve of a normal sightedSensitivity curve of a normal sightedSensitivity curve of a normal sightedSensitivity curve of a normal sighted person by day (orange) and by night (blue person by day (orange) and by night (blue person by day (orange) and by night (blue person by day (orange) and by night (blue))))9999    
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LLLLightightightight intensity can intensity can intensity can intensity cannot be measured directly. not be measured directly. not be measured directly. not be measured directly. Normally it is detected via light irNormally it is detected via light irNormally it is detected via light irNormally it is detected via light irradiation by radiation by radiation by radiation by 

means of the photometric distance law, which is given by the following equation:means of the photometric distance law, which is given by the following equation:means of the photometric distance law, which is given by the following equation:means of the photometric distance law, which is given by the following equation:    

I = E . r2 . cos β  

LLLLight intensityight intensityight intensityight intensity (I) is  (I) is  (I) is  (I) is therefore therefore therefore therefore dependent upon the irdependent upon the irdependent upon the irdependent upon the irradiation stradiation stradiation stradiation strength (E) of the light to be rength (E) of the light to be rength (E) of the light to be rength (E) of the light to be 

measured, the distance measured, the distance measured, the distance measured, the distance ((((rrrr) of the sensor from the source and the incidence angle () of the sensor from the source and the incidence angle () of the sensor from the source and the incidence angle () of the sensor from the source and the incidence angle (ββββ).).).).    The The The The 

level of level of level of level of irradiation  irradiation  irradiation  irradiation  can can can can be be be be directly directly directly directly detected with a luxmeter. detected with a luxmeter. detected with a luxmeter. detected with a luxmeter. For this it is assumed thatFor this it is assumed thatFor this it is assumed thatFor this it is assumed that a  a  a  a 

central central central central light source emitting light source emitting light source emitting light source emitting homogeneoushomogeneoushomogeneoushomogeneousllllyyyy in all  in all  in all  in all directionsdirectionsdirectionsdirections is present is present is present is present. . . . RRRReal light sources eal light sources eal light sources eal light sources 

however however however however with with with with their their their their spaspaspaspatial tial tial tial diffusion propertiesdiffusion propertiesdiffusion propertiesdiffusion properties    cause cause cause cause errorerrorerrorerrorssss    which havewhich havewhich havewhich have t t t to be taken into o be taken into o be taken into o be taken into 

consideration. consideration. consideration. consideration. By increasingBy increasingBy increasingBy increasing the distance between the light source and the sensor the distance between the light source and the sensor the distance between the light source and the sensor the distance between the light source and the sensor,,,,    real light real light real light real light 

sourcesourcesourcesourcessss can  can  can  can come reasocome reasocome reasocome reasonably close to the nably close to the nably close to the nably close to the ideal source. The ideal source. The ideal source. The ideal source. The extent to which the acceptedextent to which the acceptedextent to which the acceptedextent to which the accepted    

error is within the allowed error range error is within the allowed error range error is within the allowed error range error is within the allowed error range is called the photometric limiting is called the photometric limiting is called the photometric limiting is called the photometric limiting distance. This is light distance. This is light distance. This is light distance. This is light 

source dependent and is source dependent and is source dependent and is source dependent and is normallynormallynormallynormally detected empiric detected empiric detected empiric detected empiricallyallyallyally. In . In . In . In realityrealityrealityreality the distance should be at the distance should be at the distance should be at the distance should be at    

least least least least ttttenfold the largest  enfold the largest  enfold the largest  enfold the largest  expansion of the light sourceexpansion of the light sourceexpansion of the light sourceexpansion of the light source. . . .     

 

4.4.4.4. TasksTasksTasksTasks    

4.1 Test apparatus and procedure 

To draw a conclusion concerning the efficiency of the combustion of diffTo draw a conclusion concerning the efficiency of the combustion of diffTo draw a conclusion concerning the efficiency of the combustion of diffTo draw a conclusion concerning the efficiency of the combustion of different wax typeserent wax typeserent wax typeserent wax types,,,, a  a  a  a 

measuring apparatusmeasuring apparatusmeasuring apparatusmeasuring apparatus was de was de was de was developed veloped veloped veloped enablingenablingenablingenabling wax consumption wax consumption wax consumption wax consumption and li and li and li and light intensight intensight intensight intensity ty ty ty to be to be to be to be 

detected detected detected detected simultaneously. From the simultaneously. From the simultaneously. From the simultaneously. From the ratio ratio ratio ratio (light intensity/(light intensity/(light intensity/(light intensity/wax consumption), wax consumption), wax consumption), wax consumption), the efficiency of the efficiency of the efficiency of the efficiency of 

the transformatiothe transformatiothe transformatiothe transformation of chemical energy into light can be measured.n of chemical energy into light can be measured.n of chemical energy into light can be measured.n of chemical energy into light can be measured.    

During the selection oDuring the selection oDuring the selection oDuring the selection of af af af a measuring system measuring system measuring system measuring system,,,, care  care  care  care had tohad tohad tohad to be  be  be  be taken to taken to taken to taken to consider consider consider consider the special the special the special the special 

properties of the properties of the properties of the properties of the candle providing the candle providing the candle providing the candle providing the light source light source light source light source . . . . Apart from Apart from Apart from Apart from heat and heat and heat and heat and soot soot soot soot production production production production 

these these these these are are are are –––– in comparison to an electrical light source  in comparison to an electrical light source  in comparison to an electrical light source  in comparison to an electrical light source ----    especially the especially the especially the especially the fluctuating light levelsfluctuating light levelsfluctuating light levelsfluctuating light levels    

and the necessity to supply a sufficand the necessity to supply a sufficand the necessity to supply a sufficand the necessity to supply a sufficient and draftient and draftient and draftient and draft----free free free free air flowair flowair flowair flow. . . . ParticulaParticulaParticulaParticular attention r attention r attention r attention had tohad tohad tohad to be  be  be  be 

ppppaid to the aid to the aid to the aid to the last point. last point. last point. last point. On the one hand an oxygen deficit On the one hand an oxygen deficit On the one hand an oxygen deficit On the one hand an oxygen deficit inininin the flame can lead to incomplete  the flame can lead to incomplete  the flame can lead to incomplete  the flame can lead to incomplete 

combustion and thereby to production of soot, on the other hand convectioncombustion and thereby to production of soot, on the other hand convectioncombustion and thereby to production of soot, on the other hand convectioncombustion and thereby to production of soot, on the other hand convection draughts can  draughts can  draughts can  draughts can 

cause turbulence leading to flickcause turbulence leading to flickcause turbulence leading to flickcause turbulence leading to flickering ering ering ering of the flameof the flameof the flameof the flame. S. S. S. Sttttrong air rong air rong air rong air currentscurrentscurrentscurrents can  can  can  can furthermore furthermore furthermore furthermore cool cool cool cool 

the flame the flame the flame the flame down to sudown to sudown to sudown to such ch ch ch an extent an extent an extent an extent that the complex combustion process is disturbed and that the complex combustion process is disturbed and that the complex combustion process is disturbed and that the complex combustion process is disturbed and 

carbon particlecarbon particlecarbon particlecarbon particles (s (s (s (sootsootsootsoot) ) ) ) can escape can escape can escape can escape unununun----combusted combusted combusted combusted from the flame. from the flame. from the flame. from the flame.     

To fulfil To fulfil To fulfil To fulfil the the the the requirements requirements requirements requirements for measuring for measuring for measuring for measuring thethethethe    burnburnburnburninginginging behaviour of behaviour of behaviour of behaviour of a candle as a candle as a candle as a candle as far as possible far as possible far as possible far as possible, , , , 

it it it it waswaswaswas decided to  decided to  decided to  decided to useuseuseuse a luxmeter a luxmeter a luxmeter a luxmeter to help estimate to help estimate to help estimate to help estimate light intensity light intensity light intensity light intensity. . . . This calculatThis calculatThis calculatThis calculateseseses light  light  light  light 

intensity on the basis of the photometrintensity on the basis of the photometrintensity on the basis of the photometrintensity on the basis of the photometric distance law. The distance betweenic distance law. The distance betweenic distance law. The distance betweenic distance law. The distance between the sensor  the sensor  the sensor  the sensor and and and and 

the candle flame was chothe candle flame was chothe candle flame was chothe candle flame was chosen to be in the range sen to be in the range sen to be in the range sen to be in the range of of of of 55 cm to 65 cm, to fulfil the 55 cm to 65 cm, to fulfil the 55 cm to 65 cm, to fulfil the 55 cm to 65 cm, to fulfil the limiting limiting limiting limiting 

distancedistancedistancedistance for all flame sizes for all flame sizes for all flame sizes for all flame sizes occurring occurring occurring occurring. . . . Furthermore the sFurthermore the sFurthermore the sFurthermore the sensor of the measuring device wasensor of the measuring device wasensor of the measuring device wasensor of the measuring device was    

shielded from the shielded from the shielded from the shielded from the ambient ambient ambient ambient light, the incident angle waslight, the incident angle waslight, the incident angle waslight, the incident angle was restricted to 14 degree restricted to 14 degree restricted to 14 degree restricted to 14 degreessss. . . . To adjust To adjust To adjust To adjust 

the measthe measthe measthe measurinurinurinuringggg field of the sensor exactly field of the sensor exactly field of the sensor exactly field of the sensor exactly,,,, the  the  the  the apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus was equipped with a sig was equipped with a sig was equipped with a sig was equipped with a sighting laser. hting laser. hting laser. hting laser. 

To compensate To compensate To compensate To compensate the natural the natural the natural the natural fluctuatfluctuatfluctuatfluctuatiiiionsonsonsons of the flame of the flame of the flame of the flame,,,, filter filter filter filteringinginging and averaging procedures were  and averaging procedures were  and averaging procedures were  and averaging procedures were 

inininincorporatedcorporatedcorporatedcorporated into the software.  into the software.  into the software.  into the software. The installationThe installationThe installationThe installation of a second luxmeter permitte of a second luxmeter permitte of a second luxmeter permitte of a second luxmeter permittedddd the the the the detect detect detect detection ion ion ion 

and and and and subsequent subsequent subsequent subsequent elimination of elimination of elimination of elimination of ambient ambient ambient ambient  light  light  light  light fluctuationsfluctuationsfluctuationsfluctuations from the equation from the equation from the equation from the equation. For this . For this . For this . For this 
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purpose the sensor of the second measuring device was adjusted in such a manner that purpose the sensor of the second measuring device was adjusted in such a manner that purpose the sensor of the second measuring device was adjusted in such a manner that purpose the sensor of the second measuring device was adjusted in such a manner that it it it it 

only only only only detected  ambient detected  ambient detected  ambient detected  ambient  light  light  light  light without registering without registering without registering without registering light emitted light emitted light emitted light emitted frfrfrfrom the candleom the candleom the candleom the candle. . . .     

Other devices for the determination of ligOther devices for the determination of ligOther devices for the determination of ligOther devices for the determination of light intensity such asht intensity such asht intensity such asht intensity such as the integrating sphere  the integrating sphere  the integrating sphere  the integrating sphere (Ulbricht (Ulbricht (Ulbricht (Ulbricht 

Kugel) Kugel) Kugel) Kugel) or the gonioor the gonioor the gonioor the gonio----photometer havephotometer havephotometer havephotometer have only very limited use for the  only very limited use for the  only very limited use for the  only very limited use for the measurement of candlesmeasurement of candlesmeasurement of candlesmeasurement of candles    

due to their due to their due to their due to their formformformform. The measurement with the . The measurement with the . The measurement with the . The measurement with the iiiintegratingntegratingntegratingntegrating sphere has the advantage that the  sphere has the advantage that the  sphere has the advantage that the  sphere has the advantage that the 

inhomogeneous character of the candle is taken into consideration, but the closed inhomogeneous character of the candle is taken into consideration, but the closed inhomogeneous character of the candle is taken into consideration, but the closed inhomogeneous character of the candle is taken into consideration, but the closed apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus    

creates problems with air suppcreates problems with air suppcreates problems with air suppcreates problems with air supply. Furthermore soot ly. Furthermore soot ly. Furthermore soot ly. Furthermore soot particles particles particles particles could could could could decrease the reflecting decrease the reflecting decrease the reflecting decrease the reflecting 

properties of the integrating sphere aproperties of the integrating sphere aproperties of the integrating sphere aproperties of the integrating sphere and thereby create a high measuring error. nd thereby create a high measuring error. nd thereby create a high measuring error. nd thereby create a high measuring error. The gonioThe gonioThe gonioThe gonio----

photometer offers aphotometer offers aphotometer offers aphotometer offers a more open solution more open solution more open solution more open solution. . . . But But But But in order to conduct in order to conduct in order to conduct in order to conduct thethethethe    measurement with this measurement with this measurement with this measurement with this 

device it is device it is device it is device it is necessary to fix the light emitter in the centre of the measuring device. The flamenecessary to fix the light emitter in the centre of the measuring device. The flamenecessary to fix the light emitter in the centre of the measuring device. The flamenecessary to fix the light emitter in the centre of the measuring device. The flame    

of the candle of the candle of the candle of the candle howhowhowhowever ever ever ever represents represents represents represents  a “living” light source, which is  a “living” light source, which is  a “living” light source, which is  a “living” light source, which is in constant movementin constant movementin constant movementin constant movement due  due  due  due 

to to to to air currents etcair currents etcair currents etcair currents etc    . This movement results . This movement results . This movement results . This movement results therefore therefore therefore therefore in an inaccurate defective in an inaccurate defective in an inaccurate defective in an inaccurate defective light light light light 

distribution curve, from which no sigdistribution curve, from which no sigdistribution curve, from which no sigdistribution curve, from which no significant result for the average light intensity can be nificant result for the average light intensity can be nificant result for the average light intensity can be nificant result for the average light intensity can be 

ddddeducededucededucededuced. Apart from this. Apart from this. Apart from this. Apart from this,,,, the gonio the gonio the gonio the gonio----photometer photometer photometer photometer does not allow fordoes not allow fordoes not allow fordoes not allow for continuous measuring  continuous measuring  continuous measuring  continuous measuring 

value detectivalue detectivalue detectivalue detection. Furthermore the measuring procedure on. Furthermore the measuring procedure on. Furthermore the measuring procedure on. Furthermore the measuring procedure with this device for with this device for with this device for with this device for this type of this type of this type of this type of 

application would be prohibitively time consumingapplication would be prohibitively time consumingapplication would be prohibitively time consumingapplication would be prohibitively time consuming. . . .     

    

For the calculation of For the calculation of For the calculation of For the calculation of wax conwax conwax conwax consumptionsumptionsumptionsumption,,,,    highly sensitivehighly sensitivehighly sensitivehighly sensitive    electronic scaleselectronic scaleselectronic scaleselectronic scales (d = 10 mg) (d = 10 mg) (d = 10 mg) (d = 10 mg) were were were were    

usedusedusedused. . . . From the continuously decreasing weight valuesFrom the continuously decreasing weight valuesFrom the continuously decreasing weight valuesFrom the continuously decreasing weight values,,,, the wax consumption  the wax consumption  the wax consumption  the wax consumption differential differential differential differential was was was was 

calculated (ascent). calculated (ascent). calculated (ascent). calculated (ascent).     

    

The detected values were further processed  The detected values were further processed  The detected values were further processed  The detected values were further processed  wwwwith ith ith ith speciallyspeciallyspeciallyspecially developed software (b developed software (b developed software (b developed software (based on ased on ased on ased on 

Labview) on a PC. Labview) on a PC. Labview) on a PC. Labview) on a PC. ThisThisThisThis    collects, processes and logs datacollects, processes and logs datacollects, processes and logs datacollects, processes and logs data. . . .     

    

The whole system used for the tests is The whole system used for the tests is The whole system used for the tests is The whole system used for the tests is schematically schematically schematically schematically depicted in Figure 4. depicted in Figure 4. depicted in Figure 4. depicted in Figure 4.     
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FigureFigureFigureFigure    4444: : : : Sketch to show the prinSketch to show the prinSketch to show the prinSketch to show the princccciple of a testing apparatus comprising a light iple of a testing apparatus comprising a light iple of a testing apparatus comprising a light iple of a testing apparatus comprising a light sensor with sensor with sensor with sensor with 

shutter (1) Luxmeter (2), PC with processing softwareshutter (1) Luxmeter (2), PC with processing softwareshutter (1) Luxmeter (2), PC with processing softwareshutter (1) Luxmeter (2), PC with processing software (3), Luxmeter to compensate for  (3), Luxmeter to compensate for  (3), Luxmeter to compensate for  (3), Luxmeter to compensate for 

ambient lightambient lightambient lightambient light (4), scales (5) and candle (6) (4), scales (5) and candle (6) (4), scales (5) and candle (6) (4), scales (5) and candle (6)    

 
The wick plays a central roleThe wick plays a central roleThe wick plays a central roleThe wick plays a central role in the transformation of  in the transformation of  in the transformation of  in the transformation of cccchemical energy into light energy; hemical energy into light energy; hemical energy into light energy; hemical energy into light energy; 

therefore the consistetherefore the consistetherefore the consistetherefore the consistency of the wick was checked before everyncy of the wick was checked before everyncy of the wick was checked before everyncy of the wick was checked before every mea mea mea measurement with respect to surement with respect to surement with respect to surement with respect to 

damagedamagedamagedamage and contamination e. g.  and contamination e. g.  and contamination e. g.  and contamination e. g. carbon deposit formationcarbon deposit formationcarbon deposit formationcarbon deposit formation. . . . When this was clarified,When this was clarified,When this was clarified,When this was clarified,    the the the the 

candle was ignited and after a burncandle was ignited and after a burncandle was ignited and after a burncandle was ignited and after a burn----in phain phain phain phase of 15 minutes positioned inse of 15 minutes positioned inse of 15 minutes positioned inse of 15 minutes positioned in the  the  the  the apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus. To . To . To . To 

avoidavoidavoidavoid a sh a sh a sh a shieieieielding of the flame light and alding of the flame light and alding of the flame light and alding of the flame light and a    deteriorationdeteriorationdeteriorationdeterioration of the air circulation of the air circulation of the air circulation of the air circulation,,,,    the the the the candles rimcandles rimcandles rimcandles rim    

was removed before starting was removed before starting was removed before starting was removed before starting the measurementthe measurementthe measurementthe measurement. . . . Within the framework of the Within the framework of the Within the framework of the Within the framework of the testestestestttt    at least 5 at least 5 at least 5 at least 5 

sets of measursets of measursets of measursets of measureeeementsmentsmentsments were gathered for each were gathered for each were gathered for each were gathered for each c c c combination of wax and wick ombination of wax and wick ombination of wax and wick ombination of wax and wick typetypetypetype. . . . FrFrFrFrom these om these om these om these 

the averagethe averagethe averagethe average    values were calculated. values were calculated. values were calculated. values were calculated.     The measuring duration The measuring duration The measuring duration The measuring duration after the burnafter the burnafter the burnafter the burn----in phase in phase in phase in phase 

amounted toamounted toamounted toamounted to    appappappapproxroxroxrox. 10 to 20 minutes.. 10 to 20 minutes.. 10 to 20 minutes.. 10 to 20 minutes.    

    

4.2 Data analysis 

To displayTo displayTo displayTo display the relation the relation the relation the relationshipshipshipship between emitted light intensity and wax consumption between emitted light intensity and wax consumption between emitted light intensity and wax consumption between emitted light intensity and wax consumption,,,, the  the  the  the 

quotient of both valuquotient of both valuquotient of both valuquotient of both values was depictedes was depictedes was depictedes was depicted on the time line on the time line on the time line on the time line (Figure 5).  (Figure 5).  (Figure 5).  (Figure 5). It is obviousIt is obviousIt is obviousIt is obvious that this value  that this value  that this value  that this value 

fluctuates overfluctuates overfluctuates overfluctuates over    time around a constant value and hence a time around a constant value and hence a time around a constant value and hence a time around a constant value and hence a clear clear clear clear coherence exists between coherence exists between coherence exists between coherence exists between 

wax consumption and wax consumption and wax consumption and wax consumption and  intensity of  intensity of  intensity of  intensity of lightlightlightlight emitted  emitted  emitted  emitted . . . .     

    

This quotient can be interpreted as This quotient can be interpreted as This quotient can be interpreted as This quotient can be interpreted as showishowishowishowing ng ng ng the efficiency of the transformation of the efficiency of the transformation of the efficiency of the transformation of the efficiency of the transformation of waxwaxwaxwax    into into into into 

visible visible visible visible lightlightlightlight. After the burn. After the burn. After the burn. After the burn----in phase, this depends onin phase, this depends onin phase, this depends onin phase, this depends on the  the  the  the type oftype oftype oftype of    wax wax wax wax selected selected selected selected as well as as well as as well as as well as on on on on 

wick diameter and therefore in turn on wick diameter and therefore in turn on wick diameter and therefore in turn on wick diameter and therefore in turn on wax consumptionwax consumptionwax consumptionwax consumption    . . . . The relativeThe relativeThe relativeThe relativelylylyly    constantconstantconstantconstant values  values  values  values 

show, that the candleshow, that the candleshow, that the candleshow, that the candle,,,,    often described as “living” often described as “living” often described as “living” often described as “living” still yieldsstill yieldsstill yieldsstill yields    stable values stable values stable values stable values on average . on average . on average . on average . The The The The 

results obtainedresults obtainedresults obtainedresults obtained show a standard deviation of app show a standard deviation of app show a standard deviation of app show a standard deviation of approxroxroxrox. 5 %.. 5 %.. 5 %.. 5 %.        
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The graphThe graphThe graphThe graph of  of  of  of light inlight inlight inlight intensity overtensity overtensity overtensity over time shows time shows time shows time shows    if if if if the burnthe burnthe burnthe burn----in phase has been completedin phase has been completedin phase has been completedin phase has been completed and  and  and  and if if if if a a a a 

more or less more or less more or less more or less stationary statstationary statstationary statstationary state has e has e has e has been been been been reached during whichreached during whichreached during whichreached during which    error free error free error free error free data collection is data collection is data collection is data collection is 

possiblepossiblepossiblepossible. . . . It is from thisIt is from thisIt is from thisIt is from this data  data  data  data obtained from a series of tests that obtained from a series of tests that obtained from a series of tests that obtained from a series of tests that the average the average the average the average light intensity, light intensity, light intensity, light intensity, 

wax consumption and wax consumption and wax consumption and wax consumption and efficiency was calculated. efficiency was calculated. efficiency was calculated. efficiency was calculated. The results of the various The results of the various The results of the various The results of the various teststeststeststests are  are  are  are 

summarizedsummarizedsummarizedsummarized in in in in T T T Table 1 with able 1 with able 1 with able 1 with sorted according to material type and wick sizesorted according to material type and wick sizesorted according to material type and wick sizesorted according to material type and wick size. . . . Each Each Each Each value value value value was was was was 

calculated by taking the average calculated by taking the average calculated by taking the average calculated by taking the average of at least five of at least five of at least five of at least five recordedrecordedrecordedrecorded measurements.  measurements.  measurements.  measurements.     

 

 
 

FigureFigureFigureFigure    5555: : : : Progression of the quotients of light intensity to wax consumpProgression of the quotients of light intensity to wax consumpProgression of the quotients of light intensity to wax consumpProgression of the quotients of light intensity to wax consumption tion tion tion –––– stearic acid,  stearic acid,  stearic acid,  stearic acid, 

large wicklarge wicklarge wicklarge wick    
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TabTabTabTablelelele    1111: : : : Overview of candle parameters obtainedOverview of candle parameters obtainedOverview of candle parameters obtainedOverview of candle parameters obtained    

    

  BeeswaxBeeswaxBeeswaxBeeswax    

        smallsmallsmallsmall    mediummediummediummedium    largelargelargelarge    

Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)    4,7404,7404,7404,740    6,636,636,636,630000    7,897,897,897,890000    

Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)    0,720,720,720,72    1,2531,2531,2531,253    1,2991,2991,2991,299    

Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hcd*hcd*hcd*h////g)g)g)g)    0,1520,1520,1520,152    0,1890,1890,1890,189    0,1650,1650,1650,165    

                                

        FatFatFatFat    

        smallsmallsmallsmall    mediummediummediummedium    largelargelargelarge    

Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)    3,7803,7803,7803,780    5,615,615,615,610000    6,966,966,966,960000    

Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)    0,5620,5620,5620,562    0,9390,9390,9390,939    1,0611,0611,0611,061    

Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*h////g)g)g)g)    0,1490,1490,1490,149    0,1670,1670,1670,167    0,1520,1520,1520,152    

                                

        ParaffinParaffinParaffinParaffin    

        smallsmallsmallsmall    mediummediummediummedium    largelargelargelarge    

Wax CWax CWax CWax Consumption (g/h)onsumption (g/h)onsumption (g/h)onsumption (g/h)    2,5902,5902,5902,590    4,384,384,384,380000    6,1846,1846,1846,184    

Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)    0,4290,4290,4290,429    0,8170,8170,8170,817    1,0961,0961,0961,096    

Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*h////g)g)g)g)    0,1890,1890,1890,189    0,1870,1870,1870,187    0,1770,1770,1770,177    

                                

        Stearic acidStearic acidStearic acidStearic acid    

        smallsmallsmallsmall    mediummediummediummedium    largelargelargelarge    

Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)Wax Consumption (g/h)    5,3705,3705,3705,370    8,038,038,038,030000    11,2511,2511,2511,250000    

Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)Light Intensity (cd)    0,6610,6610,6610,661    1,1,1,1,191191191191    1,4161,4161,4161,416    

Light Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*hLight Intensity / Wax Consumption (cd*h////g)g)g)g)    0,1230,1230,1230,123    0,1480,1480,1480,148    0,1260,1260,1260,126    

    

As expectedAs expectedAs expectedAs expected,,,, wax consumption and  wax consumption and  wax consumption and  wax consumption and thereforethereforethereforetherefore light intensity  light intensity  light intensity  light intensity risesrisesrisesrises    with increasing wick with increasing wick with increasing wick with increasing wick 

diameter. diameter. diameter. diameter. When we examineWhen we examineWhen we examineWhen we examine the quotient  the quotient  the quotient  the quotient ofofofof light intensity and wax consumption  light intensity and wax consumption  light intensity and wax consumption  light intensity and wax consumption however, however, however, however, 

there is there is there is there is no direct relationno direct relationno direct relationno direct relationshipshipshipship    to wick sizeto wick sizeto wick sizeto wick size. . . . In order to determine this relationshipIn order to determine this relationshipIn order to determine this relationshipIn order to determine this relationship,,,, the values  the values  the values  the values 

in the table were augmented by intermediate values which were determined by considering in the table were augmented by intermediate values which were determined by considering in the table were augmented by intermediate values which were determined by considering in the table were augmented by intermediate values which were determined by considering 

variations in wick length.variations in wick length.variations in wick length.variations in wick length.    

    

In In In In the graph the graph the graph the graph Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6 the  the  the  the values for the quotients values for the quotients values for the quotients values for the quotients thus obtained are depicted according tothus obtained are depicted according tothus obtained are depicted according tothus obtained are depicted according to    

wax consumption . wax consumption . wax consumption . wax consumption .     

A comparison of the A comparison of the A comparison of the A comparison of the middle value ranges of candle flame light intensity middle value ranges of candle flame light intensity middle value ranges of candle flame light intensity middle value ranges of candle flame light intensity per gram per gram per gram per gram of of of of 

combustible combustible combustible combustible materialmaterialmaterialmaterial demonstrates demonstrates demonstrates demonstrates that  that  that  that beeswaxbeeswaxbeeswaxbeeswax and paraffin have 8 % and 3 and paraffin have 8 % and 3 and paraffin have 8 % and 3 and paraffin have 8 % and 39999 % hi % hi % hi % higher gher gher gher 

values than fat and stearic values than fat and stearic values than fat and stearic values than fat and stearic acidacidacidacid. . . .     

    

EEEEvery wax very wax very wax very wax typetypetypetype    has its own has its own has its own has its own specific parabolic curvespecific parabolic curvespecific parabolic curvespecific parabolic curve    which represents which represents which represents which represents the dependence of the dependence of the dependence of the dependence of 

burning burning burning burning efficiency efficiency efficiency efficiency onononon wax consumption. The depicted dependencies have been  wax consumption. The depicted dependencies have been  wax consumption. The depicted dependencies have been  wax consumption. The depicted dependencies have been 
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approximated by quadratic regression to the sets of values. approximated by quadratic regression to the sets of values. approximated by quadratic regression to the sets of values. approximated by quadratic regression to the sets of values. The resulting standard devThe resulting standard devThe resulting standard devThe resulting standard deviations iations iations iations 

of the values of the values of the values of the values ofofofof the regression function are summarized in Table 2 the regression function are summarized in Table 2 the regression function are summarized in Table 2 the regression function are summarized in Table 2    and fluctuate and fluctuate and fluctuate and fluctuate according to according to according to according to 

wax typewax typewax typewax type between 2.8 % between 2.8 % between 2.8 % between 2.8 % and 5.4 %. These deviations can be and 5.4 %. These deviations can be and 5.4 %. These deviations can be and 5.4 %. These deviations can be    attributed mainly attributed mainly attributed mainly attributed mainly to to to to ambientambientambientambient    

influences as influences as influences as influences as well as different wick stanceswell as different wick stanceswell as different wick stanceswell as different wick stances. . . . 

    

    

FigureFigureFigureFigure    6666: : : : Effectivity of combustion in relation to wax consumptionEffectivity of combustion in relation to wax consumptionEffectivity of combustion in relation to wax consumptionEffectivity of combustion in relation to wax consumption    

 

TabTabTabTable le le le 2222::::    

Wachstype Standard deviation 

Beeswax 4,9% 

Stearic acid 5,1% 

Fat 5,4% 

Paraffin 2,8% 

 

 

LLLLowowowowerererer co co co consumptionnsumptionnsumptionnsumption rates rates rates rates    result in result in result in result in a smalla smalla smalla smallerererer quotient  quotient  quotient  quotient as as as as cancancancan be seen in the diagram. This  be seen in the diagram. This  be seen in the diagram. This  be seen in the diagram. This 

means that means that means that means that withwithwithwith small small small smallerererer flames flames flames flames,,,, less of the energy stored in the combustible  less of the energy stored in the combustible  less of the energy stored in the combustible  less of the energy stored in the combustible material material material material is is is is 

transformed into visible light. This suggests thattransformed into visible light. This suggests thattransformed into visible light. This suggests thattransformed into visible light. This suggests that    the size of the illuminating part of the flame the size of the illuminating part of the flame the size of the illuminating part of the flame the size of the illuminating part of the flame 

does not increase at the same ratdoes not increase at the same ratdoes not increase at the same ratdoes not increase at the same rate as the overall flame size when wax consumption increasese as the overall flame size when wax consumption increasese as the overall flame size when wax consumption increasese as the overall flame size when wax consumption increases. . . . 

If we observe a candle flame, we see thatIf we observe a candle flame, we see thatIf we observe a candle flame, we see thatIf we observe a candle flame, we see that the emitted light  the emitted light  the emitted light  the emitted light is produced in the inner part of is produced in the inner part of is produced in the inner part of is produced in the inner part of 

the flame. This region is surrounded the flame. This region is surrounded the flame. This region is surrounded the flame. This region is surrounded by a by a by a by a burning cone burning cone burning cone burning cone which is only weakly luminescent and which is only weakly luminescent and which is only weakly luminescent and which is only weakly luminescent and 

in whichin whichin whichin which so so so sootototot particles and hydrocarbons  particles and hydrocarbons  particles and hydrocarbons  particles and hydrocarbons are are are are oxidized oxidized oxidized oxidized and transformedand transformedand transformedand transformed into heat. The  into heat. The  into heat. The  into heat. The 

thithithithickness of this region is all but ckness of this region is all but ckness of this region is all but ckness of this region is all but independent independent independent independent of of of of the flame size and mainly determined by the flame size and mainly determined by the flame size and mainly determined by the flame size and mainly determined by 

the diffusion rate of the oxygenthe diffusion rate of the oxygenthe diffusion rate of the oxygenthe diffusion rate of the oxygen entering the flame entering the flame entering the flame entering the flame. Therefore this . Therefore this . Therefore this . Therefore this area area area area makesmakesmakesmakes up up up up a larger  a larger  a larger  a larger 

part of total flame volumepart of total flame volumepart of total flame volumepart of total flame volume in small flames in comparison to large flames in small flames in comparison to large flames in small flames in comparison to large flames in small flames in comparison to large flames. . . . Thus wThus wThus wThus with increasing ith increasing ith increasing ith increasing 

flame size flame size flame size flame size the part of the flamethe part of the flamethe part of the flamethe part of the flame which emits visible light  which emits visible light  which emits visible light  which emits visible light increases.increases.increases.increases.        
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As As As As wax consumption wax consumption wax consumption wax consumption increases and increases and increases and increases and flames flames flames flames become larger, the surface/volume ratio of the become larger, the surface/volume ratio of the become larger, the surface/volume ratio of the become larger, the surface/volume ratio of the 

flflflflame ame ame ame decreases . The decreases . The decreases . The decreases . The amount of oxygen entering the flame by diffusion and therefore the amount of oxygen entering the flame by diffusion and therefore the amount of oxygen entering the flame by diffusion and therefore the amount of oxygen entering the flame by diffusion and therefore the 

amount of energy released by the combustion process does not increase at the same rate as amount of energy released by the combustion process does not increase at the same rate as amount of energy released by the combustion process does not increase at the same rate as amount of energy released by the combustion process does not increase at the same rate as 

flame volumeflame volumeflame volumeflame volume. . . . The resultThe resultThe resultThe result is a decrease in flame temperature is a decrease in flame temperature is a decrease in flame temperature is a decrease in flame temperature....                

    

The emitted liThe emitted liThe emitted liThe emitted light of a flameght of a flameght of a flameght of a flame is produced by   is produced by   is produced by   is produced by  hot hot hot hot sootsootsootsoot particles  particles  particles  particles glowing in the flame core. glowing in the flame core. glowing in the flame core. glowing in the flame core. 

TTTTherefore herefore herefore herefore as the as the as the as the temperaturetemperaturetemperaturetemperature falls, falls, falls, falls, the energy of the single particles  the energy of the single particles  the energy of the single particles  the energy of the single particles decreasesdecreasesdecreasesdecreases as well.  as well.  as well.  as well. They They They They 

behave like a “black body” and emit a temperature dependent light spectrum. The posibehave like a “black body” and emit a temperature dependent light spectrum. The posibehave like a “black body” and emit a temperature dependent light spectrum. The posibehave like a “black body” and emit a temperature dependent light spectrum. The position tion tion tion 

of the emission maximum is, of the emission maximum is, of the emission maximum is, of the emission maximum is, as canas canas canas can be seen in Equation 1, dependent on the temperature  be seen in Equation 1, dependent on the temperature  be seen in Equation 1, dependent on the temperature  be seen in Equation 1, dependent on the temperature 

and given and given and given and given by “by “by “by “Wien’s Displacement Law”.Wien’s Displacement Law”.Wien’s Displacement Law”.Wien’s Displacement Law”.    

    

λmax = 2897.8/ T [µmK] 

    

λmax = Wavelength of the emission maximum λmax = Wavelength of the emission maximum λmax = Wavelength of the emission maximum λmax = Wavelength of the emission maximum     

Equation 1: Wien’s Displacement LawEquation 1: Wien’s Displacement LawEquation 1: Wien’s Displacement LawEquation 1: Wien’s Displacement Law    

Through a decrease iThrough a decrease iThrough a decrease iThrough a decrease innnn    flame temperature the emission spectrum of these particles is shifted flame temperature the emission spectrum of these particles is shifted flame temperature the emission spectrum of these particles is shifted flame temperature the emission spectrum of these particles is shifted 

from the visible to the from the visible to the from the visible to the from the visible to the nonnonnonnon----visiblevisiblevisiblevisible infrared light spectrum.  infrared light spectrum.  infrared light spectrum.  infrared light spectrum. Hence a smaller part of the Hence a smaller part of the Hence a smaller part of the Hence a smaller part of the 

consumed energy is transformed into visible light and the quotient decreases. consumed energy is transformed into visible light and the quotient decreases. consumed energy is transformed into visible light and the quotient decreases. consumed energy is transformed into visible light and the quotient decreases.     

Furthermore a loFurthermore a loFurthermore a loFurthermore a lower flame temperature causeswer flame temperature causeswer flame temperature causeswer flame temperature causes incomplete combustion and incomplete combustion and incomplete combustion and incomplete combustion and p p p portionsortionsortionsortions of the  of the  of the  of the 

sootsootsootsoot particles are not fully combusted and therefore combustible  particles are not fully combusted and therefore combustible  particles are not fully combusted and therefore combustible  particles are not fully combusted and therefore combustible material material material material is lostis lostis lostis lost as soot  as soot  as soot  as soot . . . .     

The corresponding maximum of the curveThe corresponding maximum of the curveThe corresponding maximum of the curveThe corresponding maximum of the curvessss determines the  determines the  determines the  determines the most effective most effective most effective most effective combustioncombustioncombustioncombustion point point point point, , , , 

in win win win which none of the hich none of the hich none of the hich none of the processes mentioned processes mentioned processes mentioned processes mentioned before before before before has the upper hand.has the upper hand.has the upper hand.has the upper hand.    At thAt thAt thAt thisisisis point the  point the  point the  point the 

combustible combustible combustible combustible material material material material is is is is  transformed  transformed  transformed  transformed into visible lightinto visible lightinto visible lightinto visible light most efficiently most efficiently most efficiently most efficiently. . . .     

From the From the From the From the curve progression curve progression curve progression curve progression further information can be deduced. Flatfurther information can be deduced. Flatfurther information can be deduced. Flatfurther information can be deduced. Flatter curveter curveter curveter curves indicate s indicate s indicate s indicate only only only only 

a smalla smalla smalla small sooting tendency sooting tendency sooting tendency sooting tendency. This . This . This . This allows allows allows allows candle candle candle candle manufacturersmanufacturersmanufacturersmanufacturers    to adjust to adjust to adjust to adjust hourhourhourhourly consumption ly consumption ly consumption ly consumption 

rates over rates over rates over rates over aaaa wide range without creating  wide range without creating  wide range without creating  wide range without creating visible visible visible visible sootsootsootsoot. . . . With more pronounced curves this With more pronounced curves this With more pronounced curves this With more pronounced curves this 

range is much smallerrange is much smallerrange is much smallerrange is much smaller....            

    

5.5.5.5.     OutlookOutlookOutlookOutlook    

    

As seen from the data analysisAs seen from the data analysisAs seen from the data analysisAs seen from the data analysis,,,, many important para many important para many important para many important parameters of candle combustion can be meters of candle combustion can be meters of candle combustion can be meters of candle combustion can be 

deduced with this sideduced with this sideduced with this sideduced with this simple and practical apparatus. Themple and practical apparatus. Themple and practical apparatus. Themple and practical apparatus. The data can be used  data can be used  data can be used  data can be used totototo    improve burning improve burning improve burning improve burning 

properties. To improve thproperties. To improve thproperties. To improve thproperties. To improve the precision and the relevancee precision and the relevancee precision and the relevancee precision and the relevance of measurements of measurements of measurements of measurements still further, still further, still further, still further, an  an  an  an 

optimized optimized optimized optimized apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus as  as  as  as shownshownshownshown in Figure 7 i in Figure 7 i in Figure 7 i in Figure 7 is planned. s planned. s planned. s planned. As opposed to the previous apparatus,As opposed to the previous apparatus,As opposed to the previous apparatus,As opposed to the previous apparatus,    

the wax is kept liquid during the the wax is kept liquid during the the wax is kept liquid during the the wax is kept liquid during the measurement and the cotton wick is measurement and the cotton wick is measurement and the cotton wick is measurement and the cotton wick is replacedreplacedreplacedreplaced by a glass  by a glass  by a glass  by a glass 

fibre wick. Such wicks are fibre wick. Such wicks are fibre wick. Such wicks are fibre wick. Such wicks are heightheightheightheight adjustable and permit a  adjustable and permit a  adjustable and permit a  adjustable and permit a variable adjustment of the wax variable adjustment of the wax variable adjustment of the wax variable adjustment of the wax 

consumption. The improved consumption. The improved consumption. The improved consumption. The improved appappappapparatusaratusaratusaratus  therefore   therefore   therefore   therefore facilitates facilitates facilitates facilitates a more efficient measuring a more efficient measuring a more efficient measuring a more efficient measuring 

procedure, because consumption can be changed independentprocedure, because consumption can be changed independentprocedure, because consumption can be changed independentprocedure, because consumption can be changed independentlylylyly    of of of of wick diameter. In this wick diameter. In this wick diameter. In this wick diameter. In this 

manner the timemanner the timemanner the timemanner the time----consuming adjustment of intermediary consumptions by shortening the consuming adjustment of intermediary consumptions by shortening the consuming adjustment of intermediary consumptions by shortening the consuming adjustment of intermediary consumptions by shortening the 

wick and the necessary burnwick and the necessary burnwick and the necessary burnwick and the necessary burn----iiiin n n n phase of phase of phase of phase of candles can be candles can be candles can be candles can be omitted. omitted. omitted. omitted. A further advantage cA further advantage cA further advantage cA further advantage could ould ould ould 
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lie in the fact that this clearly lie in the fact that this clearly lie in the fact that this clearly lie in the fact that this clearly defined defined defined defined burning apparatus would burning apparatus would burning apparatus would burning apparatus would permitpermitpermitpermit comparable testing  comparable testing  comparable testing  comparable testing 

parameters to be introduced. parameters to be introduced. parameters to be introduced. parameters to be introduced. TTTThe he he he constant wick parameter constant wick parameter constant wick parameter constant wick parameter is expected to bring about is expected to bring about is expected to bring about is expected to bring about a a a a 

lower scattering lower scattering lower scattering lower scattering of the measuring valof the measuring valof the measuring valof the measuring valuesuesuesues.... Additionally various wax  Additionally various wax  Additionally various wax  Additionally various wax typestypestypestypes can be tested  can be tested  can be tested  can be tested and and and and 

compared with each other compared with each other compared with each other compared with each other under the same burning conditions . under the same burning conditions . under the same burning conditions . under the same burning conditions .     

BesideBesideBesideBesidessss the improvement of the above measurements, the apparatus can be used to measure  the improvement of the above measurements, the apparatus can be used to measure  the improvement of the above measurements, the apparatus can be used to measure  the improvement of the above measurements, the apparatus can be used to measure 

another important candle parametanother important candle parametanother important candle parametanother important candle parameter, namely er, namely er, namely er, namely “critical “critical “critical “critical fuel flowfuel flowfuel flowfuel flow” which ” which ” which ” which indicatesindicatesindicatesindicates at which wax  at which wax  at which wax  at which wax 

consumption the flame starts to consumption the flame starts to consumption the flame starts to consumption the flame starts to sootsootsootsoot. . . . This is of fundamental importance particularly for the This is of fundamental importance particularly for the This is of fundamental importance particularly for the This is of fundamental importance particularly for the 

productionproductionproductionproduction of  of  of  of quality candles with lowquality candles with lowquality candles with lowquality candles with low----emissionemissionemissionemissionssss....            

 

 

FigureFigureFigureFigure    7777: : : : Sketch toSketch toSketch toSketch to show the principle of the improved measuring apparatus comprising show the principle of the improved measuring apparatus comprising show the principle of the improved measuring apparatus comprising show the principle of the improved measuring apparatus comprising a  a  a  a 

heated burner system (1), scales (2), luxmeter with sensor (3), PC with processing and control heated burner system (1), scales (2), luxmeter with sensor (3), PC with processing and control heated burner system (1), scales (2), luxmeter with sensor (3), PC with processing and control heated burner system (1), scales (2), luxmeter with sensor (3), PC with processing and control 

software (4) software (4) software (4) software (4)     
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